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In a multiple-criteria decision analysis, prioritizing and assigning weights to each criteria
with reference to set of available alternatives is key to effective decision making. Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one such technique through which experts provide pairwise
comparisons and this information is processed in a comparison matrix to calculate priority
vector which ranks the available alternatives. Original AHP as proposed by Thomas L.
Saaty used crisp numbers to represent pairwise comparisons. However, human judgments
are often vague and traditional 1-9 scale is not capable to incorporate the inherent human
uncertainty into pairwise comparisons. In order to address this issue, fuzzy set theory is
being used along side original AHP where human judgments are recorded in the form of
fuzzy numbers and thus comparison matrices are formed in such a way that its elements are
fuzzy numbers.
Various algorithms have been proposed over the past three decades through which priority
vector can be calculated from fuzzy comparison matrices. This study performs an extensive
review of the most common algorithms proposed in fuzzy AHP (FAHP) and conducts a
performance analysis of nine algorithms, out of which five are existing FAHP algorithms
namely Logarithmic Least Square Method (LLSM), Modified LLSM, Fuzzy Extent Analysis
(FEA), modified FEA and Buckley’s Geometric Mean method, while four models are intro-
duced in this study which includes Geometric Mean method, Arithmetic Mean method, Row
Sum method and Inverse of Column Sum method. A separate algorithm is also proposed to
construct fuzzy comparison matrices of varying sizes, level of fuzziness and inconsistency,
so as to carry out performance analysis of the selected nine FAHP algorithms.
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We found that Geometric Mean method discussed in this study performs significantly bet-
ter than other algorithms, while FEA is the worst performing algorithm. Although at high
inconsistency levels, performance of FEA method improves however, even at high inconsis-
tency levels, Geometric Mean method performs significantly better. Modification to FEA
method (Row Sum method) proposed in this study significantly improves its performance
and this modified FEA method is the second best performing algorithm among the selected
nine FAHP models.
In addition, we also conducted a comparative analysis based on popularity, computational
time, applicability of fuzzy numbers, ease of understanding and ease of implementation.
Through this study, we attempt to consolidate the existing literature on FAHP algorithms
and identify the best performing methodologies to calculate priority vector from fuzzy com-
parison matrices.
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O¨ZET
Bulanık Analitik Hierars¸i Su¨reci: Bilimsel Yazında Yeralan ve
Yeni O¨nerilen Algoritmaların Performanslarının Kıyaslanması
Faran Ahmed
Yu¨ksek Lisans, Endu¨stri Mu¨hendislig˘i
Tez Danıs¸manı: Dr. Kemal Kılıc¸
Anahtar So¨zcu¨kler: Analitik Hierars¸i Su¨reci, Bulanık Analitik Hierars¸i Su¨reci, Perfor-
mans Kıyaslama, Bulanık Boyut Analizi, Logaritmik En Ku¨c¸u¨k Kareler Yo¨ntemi.
C¸ok kriterli karar analizinde, kriterlere dog˘ru ag˘ırlıklar atanması iyi kararlar verilmesi ic¸in
oldukc¸a c¸ok o¨nemlidir. Analitik Hiyerars¸i Su¨reci (AHS) uzmanlar tarafından kriterlerin
ikis¸erli kıyaslamaları neticesinde olus¸turulan bir kıyas matrisinin kullanılarak, so¨z konusu
ag˘ırlıkların (bas¸ka bir deg˘is¸le o¨ncelik vekto¨ru¨nu¨n) bulunmasının sag˘lanmasında yaygın olarak
kullanılan bir yo¨ntemdir. Thomas L. Saaty tarafından gelis¸tirilmis¸ olan AHSde, o¨nceleri so¨z
konusu ikili kıyaslamaların, tam sayılar kullanılarak o¨lc¸u¨lmesi o¨nerilmis¸tir. Halbuki, insani
yargılar genellikle belirsizdir ve geleneksel 1den 9a tam sayılardan olus¸an o¨lc¸u¨lendirme sis-
temi, dog˘al insani belirsizlikleri ikili kıyaslamalara dahil edebilmek ic¸in yeterli olmayabilir.
Zaman ic¸erisinde, bu problemin u¨stesinden gelebilmek ic¸in, insani yargıların bulanık sayılar
formunda tutuldug˘u ve bu yu¨zden kıyas matrislerinin elemanlarının da bulanık sayılardan
olus¸tug˘u Bulanık AHS (BAHS) bilimsel yazında daha sık olarak kullanılmaya bas¸landı.
Son otuz yılda, o¨ncelik vekto¨ru¨nu¨n bulanık kıyas matrisleri kullanılarak hesaplandıg˘ı c¸es¸itli
algoritmalar u¨retildi. Bu c¸alıs¸mada, BAHS alanında ortaya atılmıs¸ algoritmalar genis¸ c¸aplı
bir aras¸tırma ile tarandı ve aralarında bunların bes¸inin ve yeni o¨nerilmekte olan do¨rt al-
goritmanın, yani toplam olarak dokuz algoritmanın performansları kars¸ılas¸tırıldı. Bilimsel
yazından kaynaklı olan bes¸ algoritmayı sıralamak gerekirse; Logaritmik En Ku¨c¸u¨k Kareler
Yo¨ntemi (LEKKY), I˙yiles¸tirilmis¸ LEKKY, Bulanık Boyut Analiz (BBA), I˙yiles¸tirilmis¸ BBA
ve Buckleynin Geometrik Ortalama Yo¨ntemi (BGOY)dir. Dig˘er do¨rt algoritma da bu
c¸alıs¸mada ortaya atılan Geometrik Ortalama Yo¨ntemi (GOY), Aritmetik Ortalama Yo¨ntemi
(AOY), Satır Toplamı Yo¨ntemi (STY) ve Su¨tun Toplamının Tersi Yo¨ntemi (STTY)dir. Tez
kapsamında ayrıca so¨z konusu dokuz BAHS algoritmasının performanslarının kars¸ılas¸tırılabilmesi
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amacıyla c¸es¸itli bu¨yu¨klu¨klerde, bulanıklık derecelerinde ve tutarsızlıklarda bulanık kıyas ma-
trislerinin olus¸turulmasını sag˘layan bir c¸erc¸eve de gelis¸tirilmis¸tir.
Analizler sonucunda, GOYun dig˘er yo¨ntemlerden c¸ok daha iyi sonuc¸lar verdig˘i, bununla
birlikte BBAnın ise en ko¨tu¨ sonuc¸ları verdig˘i go¨ru¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. Yu¨ksek tutarsızlık seviyelerinde,
BBA yo¨nteminin performasının artmasına rag˘men GOYun c¸ok daha iyi c¸alıs¸tıg˘ı sonucuna da
ulas¸ılmıs¸tır. Bu c¸alıs¸mada ortaya atılan, BBA yo¨ntemine yapılan bir deg˘is¸iklig˘in (yukarıda
STY olarak adlandırılmıs¸ olan) algoritmanın performansını bu¨yu¨k o¨lc¸u¨de artırdıg˘ı belir-
lenmis¸ ve bu yeni yo¨ntem kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸ olan dokuz BAHS algoritması arasından en iyi
ikinci sonucu veren algoritma olarak bulunmus¸tur.
Bu¨tu¨n bunlara ek olarak; popu¨lerlik, hesaplama su¨resi, bulanık sayıların uygulanılabilirlig˘i,
anlas¸ılma kolaylıg˘ı ve uygulama kolaylıg˘ına go¨re kars¸ılas¸tırmalı bir analiz yapılmıs¸tır. O¨zetle,
bu c¸alıs¸ma su¨recinde varolan literatu¨ru¨ pekis¸tirmeye ve bulanık kıyaslama matrisleri kul-
lanılarak o¨ncelik vekto¨ru¨nu¨ hesaplamak ic¸in en iyi c¸alıs¸an yo¨ntemler belirlenmis¸, bilimsel
yazında daha o¨nce yer alamayan yeni yo¨ntemler o¨nerilmis¸tir.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In both the corporate work environment as well as our daily routine life, decisions are being
made which are rarely straightforward due to multiple factors that have to be considered.
For example, an FMCG company, while choosing its supplier for a certain chemical will not
only compare the prices, but also the quality of the product being offered, supplier image,
transportation means and other miscellaneous factors would be considered. When choosing
a university to pursue postgraduate studies, a student would consider the rank of the uni-
versity, tuition fees, living conditions, and perhaps how far away it is from home. However,
usually these criteria are conflicting with each other and hence it is not possible to choose
an alternative that is best in terms of all of the criteria. Therefore, tradeoff has to be made,
while the relative importance of the criteria with respect to each other is also considered.
There are number of different techniques available in the literature which prioritize and rank
the available criteria. One such technique is Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) proposed
by Thomas L. Saaty [1] and is one of the most popular methods in Multi Criteria Deci-
sion Analysis (MCDM) [2] . In this technique, experts are asked to provide their opinions
through pairwise comparisons and these opinions are recorded in a comparison matrix. Af-
terwards, criterion weights can be extracted, for which number of different techniques have
been developed over the years. Some of the most common techniques includes but are not
limited to Saaty’s eigenvector procedure, arithmetic mean approach, geometric mean ap-
proach, etc. Note that these techniques can be used both to extract the relative importance
of the criteria and to determine the individual priorities of each alternative with respect to
each criterion.
1
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However, one of the major challenges being faced in AHP is to accurately transform expert
opinions into comparison ratios, with various weighing scales proposed by different authors.
Original AHP uses crisp numbers (Scale of 1-9) to represents expert judgments, however
in reality these judgments are vague, and the given scale cannot incorporate the inherent
uncertainty in human observation. To estimate more accurate weights, fuzzy set theory
is extensively incorporated into the original AHP in which the weighing scale is composed
of fuzzy numbers. Zadeh [3] introduced fuzzy set theory to address vagueness of human
behavior in which fuzzy sets are represented by a continuum grade of membership called
membership function which ranges from zero to one. Keeping in view the complexity of the
decision making problem, not incorporating fuzziness of the human behavior into the deci-
sion analysis may lead to wrong decisions [4]. Judgment scale in Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy
Process (FAHP) is represented by fuzzy numbers and consequently the comparison matrix
is also formed in such a way that its elements are fuzzy numbers and thus aim of FAHP is
to extract weights from these fuzzy comparison matrices.
Review of the existing literature on FAHP shows that various algorithms have been pro-
posed over the last three decades, with each claiming to estimate more accurate weights.
Therefore, there is a need to review the most common algorithms proposed in the domain
of FAHP and conduct a performance analysis to validate their accuracy claims. Until now
such a review and comparison of FAHP algorithms is not available in the literature.
In order to conduct performance analysis of selected FAHP algorithms, we first propose an
algorithm to construct fuzzy comparison matrices of varying sizes, level of fuzziness and
inconsistency. Total of nine algorithms are investigated in this study out of which five are
already implemented in the literature, while we add four new algorithms in the pool of
existing FAHP literature. Two of these models have been extensively used in original AHP
(Geometric Mean and Arithmetic Mean) and therefore, we replicate the same methodology
in FAHP. We introduce a modified version of Fuzzy Extent Analysis method which was orig-
inally proposed by Chang [5] and found that the modified Fuzzy Extent Analysis performs
significantly better than the original model. The fourth model is Inverse of Column Sum
(I.C.S) which is proposed for the first time in this study. In addition we also compare these
models with reference to popularity, computational time, applicability of fuzzy numbers,
ease of understanding and ease of implementation.
2
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Rest of the thesis is arranged as follows. Next chapter provides a comprehensive review of
both original AHP as well as FAHP algorithms. In chapter 3, the design of experimental
analysis is provided, while in chapter 4, results of performance analysis are summarized. In
the final part of this thesis, conclusion and future research areas are highlighted.
3
Chapter 2
Analytic Hierarchy Process and its
Fuzzy Extension
In a decision making environment, mechanism through which priorities are derived from
a comparison matrix is of critical importance. In order to ensure effective decision mak-
ing, these priorities should be unique and must capture the dominance of the judgments
expressed by the experts [6]. Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) is such a technique
through which priority scales can be derived by utilizing pairwise comparisons acquired
through judgment of experts. AHP can also be used to determine the scores of the alterna-
tives in terms of each criterion. Note that, in the rest of the thesis we will refer to the relative
priority of the criteria, however, the same classification applies to individual scores of each
criteria as well. The whole process consists of three main stages: decomposition of the main
problem in a hierarchical structure consisting of sub problems, pairwise comparisons of the
criteria with respect to each other a well as with reference to available alternative and in
the final step weights or priority vector is estimated from the given comparison matrix.
The process starts by defining a fundamental objective and its associated hierarchy of sub
objectives as well as available alternatives to achieve that fundamental objective which forms
the final hierarchical structure as illustrated in Figure 2.1. In the previous example of a
university student, the objective is to pursue post graduate studies in the best possible
institution with the number of different universities that student can apply are referred as
the available alternatives. At the intermediate level, we have various sub-objectives that are
relevant to attain the overall objective which are referred to as the criteria. In the stated
example, criteria could be rank of the university, tuition fee, living conditions etc. The
4
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aim of AHP is to systematically incorporate these criteria into decision making process by
assigning weights to the criteria which will help rank and prioritize available alternatives.
Figure 2.1: AHP hierarchical structure
Based on the judgment scale used AHP can be categorized into two; crisp AHP (i.e., the
original AHP) which is based on 1-9 scale of crisp number as tabulated in Table 2.1, or the
Fuzzy AHP (i.e., FAHP) where the judgment scales are fuzzy numbers. In the remainder of
this chapter, we will first discuss the literature on the original AHP in detail. Later we will,
briefly introduce the basics of the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy arithmetic, which will prepare
the readers to the last sections which discuses the existing literature of FAHP and the new
FAHP algorithms that are proposed.
2.1 Original Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP)
The original AHP introduced by Thomas L. Saaty is based on the judgment scale that
utilizes the crisp numbers as tabulated in Table 2.1. The judgments of the decision maker(s)
are assessed through a process which is based on pair wise comparisons and a comparison
matrix is constructed as a result. Suppose that for the decision maker(s), aij is the relative
importance of criterion i with respect to criterion j. The comparison matrix that would be
constructed will be as follows:
A =

a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...
...
. . .
...
am1 am2 · · · amn
 (2.1)
5
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Table 2.1: Crisp AHP scale
Scale Representation
1 Equal importance
2 Weak or slight
3 Moderate importance
4 Moderate plus
5 Strong importance
6 Strong plus
7 Very Strong or demonstrated importance
8 Very, very strong importance
9 Extreme Importance
Once the comparison matrix is formed, then there are number of different techniques through
which weights or priority vector wi can be calculated. The aim is to calculate set of priority
vector w1, w2, ..., wn, such that wi/wj match the comparisons matrix element aij. However,
this is only possible if the expert opinions are perfectly consistent meaning that the compar-
ison matrix holds the transitivity rule i.e. aik = aij.ajk. Practically this is impossible and
thus leads to inconsistent comparison matrix. The issue of consistency will be addressed
later in this section. Following we provide a brief overview of the most popular methods
employed to calculate priority vectors from comparison matrix.
2.1.1 Eigenvector
The original method proposed by Satty [1] was that of eigenvector. Let us briefly provide
an overview of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Assuming a Matrix A is multiplied with a
nonzero vector x, then if the resultant vector Ax is in the same direction as x then we say
that x is an eigenvector of the matrix A. Whenever, such a matrix is multiplied with its
eigenvector x, then the resultant vector is λ (i.e., the corresponding eigenvalue) times the
original vector x. Provided we have a fully consistent comparison matrix and multiply it
with the column priority vector (which we are trying to identify) we end up with following:
6
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
w1/w1 w1/w2 · · · w1/wn
w2/w1 w2/w2 · · · w2/wn
...
...
. . .
...
wn/w1 wn/w2 · · · wn/wn


w1
w2
...
wn
 = n

w1
w2
...
wn
 (2.2)
Therefore, provided we have a comparison matrix A, we can solve for the priority vector
such that A× p = n× p, where n is the eigenvalue. Note that as a general rule, sum of the
eigenvalues of a n×n matrix A is equal to the trace (i.e., sum of the diagonal elements) of A.
Due to the special structure of the fully consistent comparison matrix (i.e., the transitivity
rule holds and as a result the rank of such a matrix is 1), it has only one eigenvalue and its
value is n (the sum of the diagonal elements,
∑n
i=1 1 = n).
In reality, we do not encounter a perfectly consistent comparison matrix that is assessed from
the decision maker(s). Therefore, the comparison matrix yields multiple number of eigen-
values with values that are not equal to n. Saaty proposes to use the maximum eigenvalue
among the set of the eigenvalues that would be obtained from a inconsistent comparison
matrix, which would be closer to the theoretical value of n obtained from a fully consistent
comparison matrix. Furthermore, the deviation of the maximum eigenvalue and the theoret-
ical value (i.e., n) can be used as a measure for the inconsistency of the comparison matrix.
We will discuss this issue in more detail in subsection 2.6.1. Mathematical formulation for
estimating maximum eigenvalues is given by Equation 2.3.
A× p = λmax × p (2.3)
where λmax ≈ n. As explained earlier, in case of a perfectly consistent matrix λmax = n.
Once the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is calculated, it is normal-
ized to estimate the final priority vector.
2.1.2 Arithmetic and Geometric Mean:
After the original proposal of Saaty, various other techniques that is not based on the eigen
vector procedure is proposed in the literature. Arithmetic mean and the geometric mean
approaches are among the most common ones. These two techniques originates from the
properties of a fully consistent comparison matrix. Recall that a fully consistent comparison
matrix is as follows:
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W ′ =

w1/w1 w1/w2 · · · w1/wn
w2/w1 w2/w2 · · · w2/wn
...
...
. . .
...
wn/w1 wn/w2 · · · wn/wn
 (2.4)
In the first step, we sum up each column which results in;
w1 + w2, · · · , wn
w1
,
w1 + w2, · · · , wn
w2
, · · · , w1 + w2, · · · , wn
wn
, (2.5)
As w1 + w2, · · · , wn = 1, therefore column sums are equivalent to
1
w1
,
1
w2
, · · · , 1
wn
, (2.6)
Next we divide each element of the comparison Matrix with its corresponding column sum.
We end up with n vectors as following.
W =

w1 w1 · · · w1
w2 w2 · · · w2
...
...
. . .
...
wn wn · · · wn
 (2.7)
That is to say for a fully consistent matrix, if one applies the above described normalization
process, the resulting matrix W is composed of column vectors which are equal to each
other, and they are all equal to the weights vector, i.e. (w1, w2, · · · , wn). However, since in
practice the comparison matrix obtained from the decision makers are rarely consistent, the
resulting matrix of the weight vectors would not be composed of same column vectors and
they would be different from each other. Since each column is a candidate for the weight
vector, and the source of the inconsistency cannot be detected, a reasonable thing to do is
to average the columns of the normalized matrix W . The average can be obtained by either
arithmetic means or the geometric means approaches. Equations 2.8 and 2.9 represents
these two approaches.
A.M =
∑n
i=1wj
n
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n (2.8)
G.M =
[
n∏
i=1
wj
]1/n
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n (2.9)
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2.1.3 Row Sum
We start with the similar perfectly consistent comparison matrix given as follows;
W =

w1/w1 w1/w2 · · · w1/wn
w2/w1 w2/w2 · · · w2/wn
...
...
. . .
...
wn/w1 wn/w2 · · · wn/wn
 (2.10)
We first take sum of all elements in ith row and assign it to R.Si. The sum of each row is
as follows;
R.S1 = w1
(
1
w1
+
1
w2
+ · · ·+ 1
wn
)
(2.11)
R.S2 = w2
(
1
w1
+
1
w2
+ · · ·+ 1
wn
)
(2.12)
...
R.Sn = wn
(
1
w1
+
1
w2
+ · · ·+ 1
wn
)
(2.13)
The sum of all R.Si is given as follows;
n∑
i=1
R.Si = (w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wn).
(
1
w1
+
1
w2
+ · · ·+ 1
wn
)
(2.14)
where as (w1 + w2 + · · · + wn) = 1. In the last step, we calculate the priority vector by
normalizing each R.Si by dividing it by
∑n
i=1R.Si. The priority vector is given as under;
R.S1∑n
i=1R.Si
= w1,
R.S2∑n
i=1R.Si
= w2, · · · R.Sn∑n
i=1R.Si
= wn (2.15)
As comparison matrix is assumed to be perfectly consistent, therefore, the priority vector
is given by W = w1, w2, · · · , wn
2.1.4 Row Multiplication:
The only difference between row multiplication method with that of row sum method is
that in row multiplication instead of taking row sums, each element of the row is multiplied
and its nth root is taken.
R.M1 = (w1/w1 × w1/w2 × · · ·w1/wn)1/n = w1
(w1 × w2 · · ·wn)1/n (2.16)
R.M2 = (w2/w1 × w2/w2 × · · ·w2/wn)1/n = w1
(w1 × w2 · · ·wn)1/n (2.17)
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...
R.Mn = (wn/w1 × wn/w2 × · · ·w1/wn)1/n = wn
(w1 × w2 · · ·wn)1/n (2.18)
Afterwards, we calculate sum of all R.Mi which is as follows;
n∑
i=1
R.Mi =
w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wn
(w1 × w2 · · ·wn)1/n =
1
(w1 × w2 · · ·wn)1/n (2.19)
Finally, normalization is done and priority vector is calculated as follows;
R.M1∑n
i=1R.Mi
= w1,
R.M2∑n
i=1R.Mi
= w2, · · · R.Mn∑n
i=1R.Mi
= wn (2.20)
Which is exactly the same as the weights assigned initially due to the fact that comparison
matrix is perfectly consistent.
2.1.5 Integrated AHP
Another strategy to utilize AHP is to integrate it with some other supporting tool and
make the decision making process more effective. Some of the tools that can be integrated
with the AHP includes mathematical programming, quality function deployment (QFD),
meta-heuristics, SWOT analysis, and data envelopment analysis (DEA). A comprehensive
review is provided by Ho (2008) [7] in which he concludes that AHP integrated with goal
programming and AHP integrated with QFD are the most commonly used integrated AHP
methods, while logistics and manufacturing are the two main applications where integrated
AHP technique has been used. However, integrated AHP is out of the scope of our research
and interested readers are referred to this literature review as a starting point.
2.1.6 Consistency in AHP
A matrix is considered to be consistent if and only if aik × akj = aij for all i, j, k. As stated
before, many of the AHP methodologies originates from consistent comparison matrices,
such as arithmetic mean approach and geometric mean approach. Note that AHP results
are based on subjective comparisons assessed from the experts. Humans are very good
at comparing two concepts and providing a preferential ordering. However, they are not
that good at associating a score on a particular concept and hence in practice comparison
matrices are always inconsistent to some degree. Saaty [1] introduces an approach where
the consistency of a matrix can be measured by;
C.I. =
λmax − n
n− 1 (2.21)
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where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue and n is the number of available criteria. Calculating
the maximum eigenvalue has already been explained in the previous section. Recall that
totally consistent comparison matrix theoretically has only one eigenvalue which is equals to
n. As a result, deviation from this theoretical value is used as an indication of inconsistency.
In addition, a random index (R.I) is used to calculate consistency ratio (C.R). Random
index is generated randomly and depends on the number of elements to be compared. For
details on how to generate R.I, readers are referred to Saaty [1].
C.R =
C.I
R.I
(2.22)
If C.R ≤ 0.1 then the given comparison matrix has a reasonable amount of consistency,
otherwise if C.R ≥ 0.1 then the level of inconsistency is on higher side and comparison
matrix should be reformed by consulting the experts again.
These are the most common techniques in original AHP to calculate priority vector or
weights. Next, we will provide a brief overview of the fuzzy logic and then provide an
extensive review of some of the most common FAHP algorithms proposed in the literature.
2.2 Introduction to Fuzzy Logic
One of the major concerns in the original AHP is to transform human judgments, which
are usually natural language phrases such as “significantly more”, “slightly more” etc, into
a numerical scale. In order to address this issue, fuzzy sets have been employed which can
record the imprecision arising in human judgments which are neither random nor stochastic
[8]. Instead of a single value, fuzzy number represents a set of possible values each having its
own membership function between zero and one. A triangular fuzzy number is represented
by [lower value, mean value, upper value], i.e., [l m u] where as trapezoidal number is
represented by [l m n u] with membership functions µM given by;
µM(x) =

x
m−l − lm−l , x ∈ [l m]
x
m−u − um−u , x ∈ [m u]
0, otherwise
(2.23)
Note that the membership function defined in Equation 2.23 is for triangular fuzzy numbers.
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For trapezoidal numbers, membership function in the interval [m n] is equal to one. The
same is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.2.
(a) Triangular Fuzzy Number (b) Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
Figure 2.2: Membership function of fuzzy numbers
2.2.1 Fuzzy Arithmetic
Let (l1 m1 u1) and (l2 m2 u2) be two triangular fuzzy numbers and (l1 m1 n1 u1) be a
trapezoidal fuzzy number, than the basic fuzzy arithmetic operations are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Fuzzy arithmetic
Operation Result
Addition (l1 m1 u1)⊕ (l2 m2 u2) = (l1 + l2 m1 +m2 u1 +u2)
Multiplication (l1 m1 u1) (l2 m2 u2) = (l1.l2 m1.m2 u1.u2)
Scalar Multiplication (λ λ λ) (l1 m1 u1) = (λ.l2 λ.m2 λ.u2)
Inverse (Triangular Fuzzy Number) (l1 m1 u1)
−1 ≈ (1/u1 1/m1 1/l1)
Inverse (Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number) (l1 m1 n1 u1)
−1 ≈ (1/m1 1/l1 1/u1 1/n1)
2.3 FAHP Algorithms
Over the years, various FAHP algorithms have been proposed with each claiming to estimate
more accurate weights from a fuzzy comparison matrix. Among these various algorithms,
the Logarithmic Least-Squares Method (LLSM) [9], Geometric Mean Method [10] and Fuzzy
Synthetic Extent Analysis Method or in short the Fuzzy Extent Analysis (FEA) [5] are the
most well known algorithms [11]. Major contributions from various authors in these three
main methodologies are tabulated in Table 2.3. We will review these methods in detail for
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the rest of the section.
Table 2.3: Fuzzy AHP Algorithms
FAHP Approaches Authors
Logarithmic Least Original Model proposed by Van Laarhoven & Pedrycz (1983)
Square Method (LLSM) Modification proposed by Boender. et. al (1989)
Modified LLSM model based on constrained non-linear opti-
mization proposed by Wang et. al (2006)
Geometric Mean Method Original Model proposed by Buckley (1989)
Fuzzy Synthetic Original Model proposed by Chang (1996)
Extent Analysis Modification to normalization proposed by Wang et.al (2008)
2.3.1 Logarithmic Least Squares Method:
Van Laarhoveen and Pedrycz suggested one of the first models in the domain of Fuzzy AHP,
which utilizes fuzzy logarithmic least squares method (LLSM) and formulated an uncon-
strained optimization model to obtain triangular fuzzy weights [9]. However, subsequent
research point out some of the irregularities in the original model, especially related to the
normalization procedure, and thus proposed modifications accordingly [12, 13]
First let us briefly provide an overview of the original LLSM Model proposed by van
Laarhoven and Pedrycz. Let’s assume that wi and wj are weights to be estimated while aij
is the comparison ratio provided by the expert while comparing criterion i with criterion
j. Due to the inherent inconsistency in human judgments, comparison ratio aij will differ
from the corresponding set of weights. Therefore, the goal is to estimate such a combination
of weights that minimizes the total deviation between comparison ratios provided by the
expert and the ratio of the corresponding weights which can be achieved by minimizing
following equation.
min
∑
i<j
(ln aij − (lnwi/wj))2 (2.24)
The Equation 2.24 is valid when comparison ratios are provided by single expert and can
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be rewritten for multiple experts as follows.
min
∑
i<j
δij∑
k=1
(ln aijk − (lnwi/wj))2 (2.25)
where, δij are the number of comparison ratios assessed from different experts available for
a certain criteria. The Equation 2.25 is simplified by replacing yijk = ln aij, xi = lnwi and
xj = lnwj;
min
∑
i<j
δij∑
k=1
(yijk − xi + xj)2 (2.26)
To minimize the Equation 2.26, we take partial derivatives with respect to xi and equate
them to zero. Following is the resultant set of equations.
xi
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δij −
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δijxj =
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
n∑
k=1
yijk (2.27)
The above system is composed of linearly dependent equations which can be simultaneously
solved to calculate all xi’s. Afterwards, to convert the system into its original form, expo-
nential of the solution are taken and then normalized to estimate final weights.
However, system of Equation 2.27 is applicable only when the given comparison ratios are in
the form of crisp numbers. It can be transformed for triangular fuzzy weights while following
the rules for fuzzy arithmetic operations presented earlier in Table 2.2. This transformation
is given as follows;
li
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δij −
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δijuj =
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
n∑
k=1
lijk (2.28)
mi
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δij −
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δijmj =
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
n∑
k=1
mijk (2.29)
ui
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δij −
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
δijlj =
n∑
j=1
j 6=i
n∑
k=1
uijk (2.30)
where li = lnwil, mi = lnwim and ui = lnwiu.
Same procedure is followed to convert the system into its original form by taking exponential
of the solutions and then normalizing to estimate final fuzzy weights;
w˜i =
(
exp(li)∑n
i=1 exp(ui)
,
exp(mi)∑n
i=1 exp(mi)
,
exp(ui)∑n
i=1 exp(li)
)
(2.31)
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As the set of Equations 2.28 - 2.30 are linearly dependent (hence yields infinitely many
solutions) and the solution is generally given by
xi = (li + p1,mi + p2, ui + p1)
2.3.1.1 Modifications to Original LLSM Model
Subsequent research on this model identifies various irregularities and appropriate modifi-
cations are proposed. In the original LLSM Model, normalization process eliminates the
optimality in the sense that the normalized solution violates the first order optimality con-
ditions and thus normalized weights do not minimize the objective function. A modified
version of the normalization procedure is proposed by Boender et al. [12] as follows;
w˜i =
(
exp(li)√∑n
i=1 exp(li).
∑n
i=1 exp(ui)
,
exp(mi)∑n
i=1 exp(mi)
exp(ui)√∑n
i=1 exp(li).
∑n
i=1 exp(ui)
)
(2.32)
However, Wang et al. [13] further criticized some other aspects of the original LLSM Model.
These criticism are summarized below.
2.3.1.2 Incorrect Normalization
Fuzzy weights calculated after normalization procedure must satisfy the following conditions
[14].
n∑
i=1
wUi −max
j
(wUj − wLj ) ≥ 1
n∑
i=1
wMi = 1
n∑
i=1
wLi −max
j
(wUj − wLj ) ≤ 1
(2.33)
Although normalization procedure modified by Boender provides optimal weights, however,
Wang et al. [13] shows a counter example in which normalized fuzzy weights violate the
conditions presented in Equation 2.33.
2.3.1.3 Incorrectness of Triangular Fuzzy Weights
As mentioned above, solution to given system of equations can be represented as (li+p1,mi+
p2, ui + p1). It was stated by van Laarhoven and Pedrycz [9] that arbitrary parameters p1
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and p2 cannot be always chosen in a way that will ensure that the following condition is
satisfied;
li + p1 ≤ mi + p2 ≤ ui + p1, for i = i, ...., n
After taking exponential and normalizing, fuzzy weights are again in the correct order. How-
ever, this claim was found not true as counter example was shown in which the normalized
solution violated the given condition of a triangular fuzzy number [13]. Such issues are
highlighted in the literature, but no proper recommendations are proposed to solve such
issues yet.
2.3.1.4 Uncertainty of fuzzy weights for incomplete comparison matrices
In case of a comparison matrix in which some of the values/ratios are missing, the system
of equations formed may contain free variables. Therefore, different configurations of free
variables have to be formed with each configurations leading to a different weights. In
Boender et al. [12] numerical example such a situation is faced however no justifications
is provided for choosing a specific configuration. Such an uncertainty in estimating fuzzy
weights exists in all incomplete fuzzy comparison matrices [13]. Kwiesielewicz and van Uden
[15] suggest a minimum norm method to calculate values of free variables. This method is
based on minimizing the following Euclidean norm.
‖ lnW ||=
√√√√ n∑
i
(l2i +m
2
i + u
2
i )
However, Wang et al. [13] reports that this method is hard to explain and reason for
minimizing the Euclidean norm of lnW is not clear at all.
2.3.2 Modified Fuzzy LLSM Model
Based on the discussion above, a modified fuzzy LLSM approach consisting of a constrained
nonlinear optimization model is suggested by Wang et al. [13] which addresses all of the
issues identified previously. The model is stated below:
minJ =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
δij∑
k=1
(lnwLi −lnwUj −ln aLijk)2+(lnwMi −lnwMj −ln aMijk)2+(lnwUi −lnwLj −ln aUijk)2
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Subject to

wLi +
∑n
j=1,j 6=iw
U
j ≥ 1
wUi +
∑n
j=1,j 6=iw
L
j ≤ 1∑n
i=1w
M
i = 1∑n
i=1(w
L
i + w
U
i ) = 2
wUi ≥ wMi ≥ wLi
(2.34)
Solution to this mathematical model is normalized fuzzy weights for both complete and
incomplete comparison matrices. First three constraints in equation 2.34 satisfies normal-
ization conditions of fuzzy numbers, while fourth constraint ensures a unique solution and
the last constraint ensures that the condition l < m < u is always satisfied.
2.3.3 Fuzzy Extent Analysis
Provided that X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} represents an object set and G = {g1, g2, · · · , gn}
represents a goal set, then as per the extent analysis method [16], for each object, extent
analysis for each goal gi is performed. Applying this theory in fuzzy comparison matrix, we
can calculate value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the ith object as follows;
Si =
m∑
j=1
M jgi ⊗
[
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
M jgi
]−1
(2.35)
Where
m∑
j=1
M jgi =
(
m∑
j=1
lj,
m∑
j=1
mj,
m∑
j=1
uj
)
(2.36)
Note that Equation 2.35 resembles the process of the Row Sum approach discussed earlier in
Subsection 2.1.3 for the crisp AHP. Recall that, in the case for a fully consistent comparison
matrix, for all i the weight would be obtained as the result of this process. For the case
where fuzzy triangular numbers are utilized in the judgment scale, the result would be a
fuzzy triangular weight value as indicated in Equation 2.36.
Later in the decision making process (i.e., choosing the best alternative) we need to deter-
mine a crisp weight from these fuzzy triangular weights. A naive approach would be just
using the means (i.e., mean of each fuzzy weight obtained from Equation 2.35). However,
as opposed to the straight forward ordering of crisp numbers, the orderings of the fuzzy
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numbers are not that simple and one should be more careful. Chang [5] suggest utilizing
the concept of comparison of fuzzy numbers in order to determine crisp weights from the
fuzzy weights. In their approach, for each fuzzy weight, a pair wise comparison with the
other fuzzy weights are conducted, and the degree of possibility of being greater than these
fuzzy weights are obtained. The minimum of these possibilities are used as the overall score
for each criterion i. Finally these scores are normalized (i.e., so that they sum up to 1), and
the corresponding normalized scores are used as the weights of the criteria. That is to say
by applying the comparison of the fuzzy numbers, the degree of possibility is obtained for
each pair wise comparison as follows:
V (M2 ≥M1) = hgt(M1 ∩M2) = µM2(d) =

1, if m2 ≥ m1
0, if l1 ≥ u2
l1−u2
(m2−u2)−(m1−l1) , otherwise.
The same is illustrated in the Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Degree of possibility
Degree of possibility for a convex fuzzy number to be greater than k convex fuzzy numbers
is given by;
V (M ≥M1,M2, · · · ,Mk) = V [(M ≥M1)and(M ≥M2), · · · , (M ≥Mk)] (2.37)
= minV (M ≥Mi), i = 1, 2, · · · , k (2.38)
Assuming that w′i = minV (Mi ≥Mk) then weight vector is given by
W ′ = w′1, w
′
2, · · · , w′n (2.39)
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Normalizing the above weights gives us the final priority vector w1, w2, · · · , wn
2.3.3.1 Criticism of Fuzzy Extent Analysis
Wang et.al [13] criticized fuzzy extent analysis technique and through an example showed
that this method cannot estimate true weights from fuzzy comparison matrix. His main
criticism revolves around the fact that this method may assign a zero as criterion weight
which disturbs the whole decision making hierarchy. The basis of extent analysis theory is
that it provides a degree to which one fuzzy number is greater than another fuzzy number,
and this degree of greatness is considered as criterion weights. Therefore, if two fuzzy
numbers do not intersect then the degree of greatness of one fuzzy number to the other is
100 percent and therefore it will assign 1 as weight to that criterion while the other criteria
will be assigned as zero weight. In light of above Wang et.al summarized the main problems
with this method as under;
 Once a criteria is assigned a zero weight, it will not be considered in the decision
making process.
 This method may lose some useful information in the form of judgment ratios in the
fuzzy comparison matrices as some of the criterion are assigned zero weight.
 It was shown that weights calculated through this method may not represents the true
relative importance of that criteria.
 This method might select the worst decision alternative as the best one and thus leads
to wrong decision making
2.3.4 Buckley Geometric Mean Method
The original model based on geometric mean was proposed by Buckley in which trapezoidal
numbers were used to represent fuzzy numbers [10]. Trapezoidal numbers are defined by
(l/m, n/u) where 0 < l ≤ m ≤ n ≤ u. The membership function of a trapezoidal fuzzy
number is explained in figure 2.2. Expert judgment is recorded in a comparison matrix by
fuzzy ratio aij = (lij/mij, nij/uij) whereas l,m, n, u ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 9}. Following calculations
are required in order to estimate final weight vector.
l =
n∑
i=1
li where as li =
[
n∏
j=1
]1/n
(2.40)
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m =
n∑
i=1
mi where as mi =
[
n∏
j=1
]1/n
(2.41)
n =
n∑
i=1
ni where as ni =
[
n∏
j=1
]1/n
(2.42)
u =
n∑
i=1
ui where as ui =
[
n∏
j=1
]1/n
(2.43)
The final priority vector is given by
(
li
u
, mi
n
, ni
m
, ui
l
)
and the corresponding membership func-
tion of the resulting trapezoidal fuzzy number is given by;
fi(y) =
[
n∏
j=1
((mij − lij)y + lij)
]1/n
(2.44)
gi(y) =
[
n∏
j=1
((nij − uij)y + uij)
]1/n
(2.45)
These are the most common FAHP algorithms implemented in the literature and thus will
be included in the performance analysis. Buyukozkan [17] provides a comparison analysis
of these models which is summarized in Table 2.4. Next, we will introduce four new models
which we will be included in our performance analysis of FAHP algorithms.
2.4 Four Additional Models
In our performance analysis, we add four more FAHP algorithms which were not discussed
in the previous sections. They are outlined as follows;
2.4.1 Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean
These two algorithms are simply the extension of corresponding algorithms used in original
AHP. Same procedure will be followed to replicate these two models in FAHP while following
fuzzy arithmetic operation laws.
2.4.2 Row Sum
In the model proposed by Chang [5], values of fuzzy synthetic extent analysis are basi-
cally the row sums of fuzzy comparison Matrix. Afterwards, rather than using principal
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Table 2.4: FAHP comparison analysis
Sources Main Characteristics Advantages (A)/ Disadvantages (D)
Van Laarhoven and
Pedrycz (1983)
Direct extension of Saatys AHP
method with triangular fuzzy
numbers
(A) The opinions of multiple decision
makers can be modeled in the reciprocal
matrix
Lootsmas logarithmic least square
method is used to derive fuzzy
weights and fuzzy performance
scores
(D) There is not always a solution to the
linear equations
(D) The computational requirement is
tremendous, even for a small problem
(D) It allows only triangular fuzzy num-
bers to be used
Buckley (1985) Extension of Saatys AHP method
with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
(A) It is easy to extend to the fuzzy case
Uses the geometric mean method
to derive fuzzy weights and perfor-
mance scores
(A) It guarantees a unique solution to the
reciprocal comparison matrix
(D) The computational requirement is
tremendous
Boender et al.
(1989)
Modies van Laarhoven and
Pedryczs method
(A) The opinions of multiple decision
makers can be modeled
Presents a more robust approach
to the normalization of the local
priorities
(D) The computational requirement is
tremendous
Chang (1996) Synthetical degree values (A) The computational requirement is
relatively low
Layer simple sequencing (A) It follows the steps of crisp AHP.It
does not involve additional operations.
Composite total sequencing (D) It allows only triangular fuzzy num-
bers to be used
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of comparison based on degree of possibility, centroid defuzzification is used to defuzzify
weights. Similar technique was discussed while discussing methodologies to derive priorities
in original AHP.
2.4.3 Inverse of Column Sum
We create an algorithm which is intuitive and require very few arithmetic operations. Col-
umn sum of each column in a fuzzy comparison matrix is calculated which is given as
follows;
w1 + w2, · · · , wn
w1
,
w1 + w2, · · · , wn
w2
, · · · , w1 + w2, · · · , wn
wn
, (2.46)
As w1 + w2, · · · , wnw1 = 1 therefore column sums are equivalent to
1
w1
,
1
w2
, · · · , 1
wn
, (2.47)
When we take the inverse of column sum, we end up with the same priority vector w1, w2, · · · , wn.
We will also add this algorithm in our performance analysis.
2.5 Summary
In this section, we have in detail discussed various priorities deviation techniques in original
AHP as well as FAHP and the objective of this research is to provide a comprehensive perfor-
mance evaluation of these techniques. In the next chapters, we will outline the methodology
through which we carry out this analysis and in final chapters results of this analysis will
be summarized.
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Design of Experimental Analysis
If multiple algorithms are proposed in a specific research domain, then a comprehensive
performance analysis is often required so as to critically evaluate one algorithm over the
others. Review of the existing literature shows that there exists such studies in original
AHP. Golany and Kress [18] provides an analysis among six methods in which they used
minimum violation, total deviation, conformity and robustness as criteria for performance
analysis. They concluded that Modified Eigenvalue (MEV) is the most ineffective method,
while among the remaining five algorithms, each have their own weaknesses and advantages.
Another comparative analysis is performed by Ishizaka and Lusti [19] in which they used
Monte Carlo simulations to compare and evaluate four priorities deviation techniques which
includes right eigenvalue method, left eigenvalue method, geometric mean and the mean of
normalized values and conclude that number of contradictions increases with increase in the
inconsistency as well as the size of the matrix. Some other similar studies are also available
in the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24], however, all of them evaluates priorities deviation
techniques in original AHP.
The only comparative study among FAHP algorithms was carried out by Buyukozkan [17]
which provides main characteristic of selected few algorithms and list down their advantages
and disadvantages (Table 2.4). However, they fail to make a performance analysis similar
to the ones provided in original AHP techniques. Therefore, in this study we attempt to
carry out a detailed performance analysis of selected nine FAHP algorithms.
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3.1 Algorithm to Generate Random Fuzzy Compari-
son Matrix:
For our comparative study, we need comparison matrices of varying sizes, level of fuzziness
and inconsistency. Golany and Kress [18] provides a methodology which generates compar-
ison matrices with various levels of consistency levels, however this technique is valid only
when judgment ratios are in the form of crisp numbers and thus it cannot be replicated
for comparison matrices consisting of fuzzy numbers. Therefore, we propose an algorithm
through which random fuzzy comparison matrices can be generated with varying parame-
ters mentioned above. This algorithm is step by step explained as follows;
Step 1: Assuming we have n criterion, we randomly generate crisp weights w1, w2, · · · , wn
and normalize them.
Step 2: Through these weights we can generate a perfectly consistent comparison matrix
as follows
W =

w1/w1 w1/w2 · · · w1/wn
w2/w1 w2/w2 · · · w2/wn
...
...
. . .
...
wn/w1 wn/w2 · · · wn/wn

Step 3: Once the comparison matrix is generated, each element of the matrix is con-
verted into a triangular fuzzy number [l′ m′ u′] with a fuzzification parameter α such that
l′ = wi/wj − α, m′ = wi/wj and u′ = wi/wj + α.
Step 4:: As stated before, in reality human judgments are rarely consistent and thus com-
parison matrices formed through these judgments are also not consistent. Therefore, we
introduce different levels of inconsistency in the matrices through the inconsistency pa-
rameter β. Depending on this parameter, an interval [a b] is generated for each l′ of the
triangular fuzzy number such that a = l′ − l′(β) and b = l′ + l′(β). Same procedure is
followed to create inconsistency intervals for m′ and u′. Afterwards, a number is randomly
selected from each one of these intervals and is correspondingly assigned as the lower, modal
and upper value of the triangular fuzzy number i:e., [l m u]. However, once inconsistency
parameter is increased, there is a possibility that the interval [a b] generated for each element
of the triangular fuzzy number intersects and the numbers are randomly chosen in such a
way that they violates the condition l < m < u. We address this issue as follows;
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Whenever the inconsistency intervals intersect, they are shrunk in such a way that for each
lower value of the triangular fuzzy number, the right endpoint of the interval is readjusted
such that it is the mid point of the right end point of the interval of lower value and the
left end point of the interval generated for modular number. Similarly, both end points of
the inconsistency interval of modular number are readjusted and the left endpoint of the
inconsistency interval of upper number is readjusted. Numbers randomly chosen from these
intervals will always satisfy the condition of l < m < u. This part of the algorithm is
graphically explained below for clarity.
Figure 3.1: Interval formation
3.2 Data Set and Performance Criterion
Previous comparative analysis of methodologies in the original AHP shows that level of
inconsistency and size of the matrix are two important criteria which directly affects the
performance of a certain technique. In fuzzy AHP, the weighing scale is composed of fuzzy
numbers and thus we add a third performance evaluation criteria which is level of fuzziness.
Therefore, the aim of our analysis will be to not only investigate performance measure of
each algorithm in general but also change in performance as we change these three param-
eters.
Through the algorithm outlined in the previous section to construct fuzzy comparison ma-
trices, we generated a total of six hundred matrices while changing performance parameters
which are size of the matrix, fuzzification parameter and inconsistency levels. A total of ten
random matrices were replicated for each one combination of the performance parameters.
Note that we ran some pilot experiments before finalizing the values of each parameter.
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During pilot experiments, inconsistency levels were considerably low to the order of 5% and
10%, and it was found that these levels do not add any inconsistency and thus matrices
constructed are near to consistent. Similarly, for level of fuzziness, once we increased values
beyond 0.15 there were instances where the condition l < m < u was violated. Therefore,
after running pilot experiments, we finalized the values of the parameters which are given
in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Parameters for random fuzzy comparison matrices
Parameter Values
Size of the Matrix, n 3, 7, 11, 15
Level of Fuzziness, α 0.05, 0.10, 0.15
Level of Inconsistency, β 0%, 50%, 100%, 150%, 200%
Based on the literature review presented in Chapter 2, we select nine FAHP models for
performance analysis. These models are listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Selected FAHP algorithms for performance analysis
Model Name Description
Chang Fuzzy Synthetic Extent Analysis
Wang Fuzzy Synthetic Extent Analysis with modified normalization
Laarhoven Logarithmic Least Square Method
Boender Logarithmic Least Square Method with modified normalization
Buckley Geometric Mean as proposed by Buckley
Arithmetic Mean Similar to Arithmetic Mean in Original AHP
Geometric Mean Similar to Geometric Mean in Original AHP
Row Sum Fuzzy Synthetic Extent Analysis with Centroid Defuzzification
I.C.S Inverse of Column Sums
Therefore, our performance analysis will be among nine selected FAHP models based on
three parameters.
3.3 Performance Analysis
Note that fuzzy comparison matrices were constructed by assuming normalized crisp weights.
Afterwards, each of the nine FAHP algorithms included in our comparative analysis was
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applied to these random fuzzy comparison matrices and priority vector or weights are cal-
culated. Among all the fuzzy AHP algorithms, only Chang [5] computes the defuzzified
weights through principle of comparison of fuzzy numbers based on degree of possibility,
while rest of the algorithms calculate weights in the form of fuzzy numbers. Therefore,
these fuzzy weights are defuzzified using centroid defuzzification technique which is one of
the most popular technique for defuzzification [25].
In light of above, we can conduct a performance evaluation by simply calculating the dif-
ference between the initial weights and calculated weights. In order to carry out statistical
testing, two error terms were calculated, i:e., average error and maximum absolute error.
These error terms were than used to conduct Analysis of Variance (Anova) test, for which
results are summarized in the next chapter.
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Computational Results and
Discussions
In this chapter we present results of the performance analysis conducted on selected nine
FAHP algorithms. Furthermore, we will also present comprehensive comparative study
based on computational times, popularity among researchers, applicability of triangular
or trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, ease of understanding and ease of implementation. This
discussion is summarized below;
4.1 Performance
This is the primary analysis of our study in which performance of each algorithm is inves-
tigated. After weights are extracted from all the matrices using selected FAHP algorithm,
error is calculated by subtracting calculated weights from the weights through which com-
parison matrices are constructed. Average error and maximum errors is calculated for each
fuzzy comparison matrix and Analysis of Variance (Anova) test is performed to evaluate
the results. Anova not only allows to compare means of more then two populations but
also compare populations at several levels or subgroups, hence this test will greatly help
us effectively evaluate the available FAHP algorithms based on different criteria mentioned
before. The main finding from the experimental analysis are summarized below;
 Change in size of the matrix and inconsistency levels have significant effect on the
overall performance of each algorithm, while change in the level of fuzziness do not
have any significant effect (Table 4.1 - 4.2). Note that algorithm proposed in this
study to construct fuzzy comparison matrices restricted us to choose a wider range
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for fuzzification parameter. Therefore, change in fuzzification parameter do not sig-
nificantly effect the mean average error values. Although difference in mean absolute
error is significant, however, once we go deeper into analysis, we conclude that change
in this parameter do not significantly effect the overall performance of the algorithm.
Table 4.1: Effect of changing parameters (Average Error)
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Degree of
Freedom
Mean
Square
F Value Sig.
n 0.969 3 0.323 935.818 0.000
Alpha 0.000 2 0.0000 0.464 0.629
Beta 0.459 4 0.115 332.192 0.000
Table 4.2: Effect of changing parameters (Maximum Error)
Source
Type III Sum of
Squares
Degree of
Freedom
Mean
Square
F Value Sig.
n 1.304 3 0.435 228.907 0.000
Alpha 0.037 2 0.018 9.716 0.000
Beta 3.838 4 0.959 505.238 0.000
 Overall, Geometric Mean method discussed in this study performs significantly better
than the rest of the FAHP algorithms, except for the Arithmetic Mean, Boender and
Row Sum method, against which the performance is better but the differences between
mean average errors and mean absolute errors is not significant (Table 4.3 - 4.4). As
statistical results shows better performance of Geometric Mean method, therefore,
we investigate this model further and calculate the percentage of instances when it
performs better with respect to other models (Table 4.5).
Table 4.3: Overall performance of Geometric Mean method (Average Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean -0.000515203 0.631
Boender -0.002138968 0.046
Buckley -0.064583270 0.000
Chang -0.047093993 0.000
I.C.S -0.004562945 0.000
Laarhoven -0.003805695 0.000
Row Sum -0.000479569 0.655
Wang -0.053058594 0.000
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Table 4.4: Overall performance of Geometric Mean method (Maximum Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean -0.000939228 0.709
Boender -0.003714015 0.140
Buckley -0.011481600 0.000
Chang -0.107025901 0.000
I.C.S -0.113518520 0.000
Laarhoven -0.005917900 0.019
Row Sum -0.001088813 0.665
Wang -0.118683267 0.000
Table 4.5: Percentage of instances for which Geometric Mean method performs better
Model Average Error Maximum Error
Arithmetic Mean 66% 62%
Boender 56% 57%
Buckley 84% 81%
Chang 97% 96%
I.C.S 80% 79%
Laarhoven 51% 53%
Row Sum 57% 53%
Wang 90% 89%
 We also evaluate the percentage of instances when Geometric Mean method performs
better at different matrix sizes, level of fuzziness and inconsistency. As the size of
the matrix is increased, the number of instances of better performance of Geometric
Mean method also increases except for Laarhoven (Figure 4.1). However, note that as
the size of the matrix increases, values of the starting normalized weights gets smaller
and hence the error term is also small. Therefore this better performance cannot be
associated with any feature of the FAHP algorithm. Results are consistent for both
the mean average errors as well as mean absolute maximum errors (Appendices A.6 -
A.9, B.6 - B.9). We do not observe any change in performance at different fuzzification
levels. As stated before, algorithm devised to construct fuzzy comparison matrices
restricts us from choosing wider range of fuzzification parameter, and hence we do not
observe any variations in performance with change in fuzzification levels (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of instances when Geometric Mean method performs
better at different matrix sizes (Average Error)
Figure 4.2: Percentage of instances when Geometric Mean method performs
better at different level of fuzziness (Average Error)
 Generally, performance of all algorithms decreases as the inconsistency levels are in-
creased except for FEA method for which performance increases with increase in
inconsistency (Figure 4.6). However, even at high inconsistency levels, Geometric
Mean method performs significantly better as compared to other FAHP algorithms
(Table 4.6 - 4.7). At low inconsistency level, there are only 10 percent of the instances
when Geometric Mean method performs better than Row Sum Method (Figure 4.3).
However, as the inconsistency level increases, performance of Geometric Mean method
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against Row Sum method improves while for the rest of the algorithms, performance
is better through out at different inconsistency levels.
Figure 4.3: Percentage of Instances when Geometric Mean method performs
better at different consistency levels (Average Error)
Table 4.6: Performance of Geometric Mean method at β = 200% (Average Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean -0.000949545 0.717
Boender -0.002363694 0.367
Buckley -0.018852758 0.000
Chang -0.015356391 0.000
I.C.S -0.00884552 0.001
Laarhoven -0.007134093 0.007
Row Sum -0.000964185 0.713
Wang -0.008491371 0.001
Table 4.7: Performance of Geometric Mean method at β = 200% (Maximum Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean -0.002376188 0.549
Boender -0.003239027 0.414
Buckley -0.032845129 0.000
Chang -0.027348781 0.000
I.C.S -0.024531226 0.000
Laarhoven -0.011239837 0.005
Row Sum -0.001937068 0.625
Wang -0.015508737 0.000
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 Among the selected FAHP algorithms, Fuzzy Extent Analysis method proposed by
Chang [5] is the worst performing algorithm (Table 4.8- 4.9). This is consistent as we
change the performance criteria as well as these results hold true for both the mean
average error as well as mean maximum absolute error (Appendices A.5 , B.5).
Table 4.8: Overall Performance of Chang FEA Method (Average Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean 0.04657879 0.000
Boender 0.044955025 0.000
Buckley 0.040635666 0.000
Geometric Mean 0.047093993 0.000
I.C.S 0.042531048 0.000
Laarhoven 0.043288298 0.000
Row Sum 0.046614425 0.000
Wang -0.00596401 0.000
Table 4.9: Overall Performance of Chang FEA Method (Maximum Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean 0.106086673 0.000
Boender 0.103311886 0.000
Buckley 0.095544301 0.000
Geometric Mean 0.107025901 0.000
I.C.S 0.095674049 0.000
Laarhoven 0.101108001 0.000
Row Sum 0.105937088 0.000
Wang -0.011657366 0.000
 Row Sum method proposed in this study is the modified version of Fuzzy Extent
Analysis method in which degree of possibility is replaced with centroid defuzzification.
Analysis of the results shows that this modification leads to improved performance.
Results from Table 4.10 - 4.11 and Figure 4.1 - 4.3 shows that performance of Row Sum
method is almost as good as the Geometric Mean method. Evaluating the Maximum
error terms, Row Sum method performs better than Geometric Mean method however
this difference is not significant (Table 4.11). Therefore, we can conclude that Row
Sum method is the second best performing algorithm among all the FAHP algorithms
evaluated in this study.
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Table 4.10: Overall Performance of Row Sum Method (Average Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean -0.00003563450 0.974
Boender -0.0016594 0.122
Buckley -0.005978759 0.000
Chang -0.046614425 0.000
Geometric Mean 0.000479569 0.655
I.C.S -0.004083377 0.000
Laarhoven -0.003326127 0.002
Wang -0.052579025 0.000
Table 4.11: Overall Performance of Row Sum Method (Maximum Error)
Model Mean Difference Significance
Arithmetic Mean 0.000149585 0.953
Boender -0.002625202 0.297
Buckley -0.010392787 0.000
Chang -0.105937088 0.000
Geometric Mean -0.001088813 0.665
I.C.S -0.010263039 0.000
Laarhoven -0.004829087 0.055
Wang -0.117594455 0.000
 We have three main performance criteria in our performance evaluation namely the size
of the matrix, level of fuzziness and inconsistency. As stated before, size of the matrix
and different inconsistency levels have a significant impact on the overall performance
while the fuzzification parameter do not significantly effect this performance. Some
comments are made regarding these parameter which are as follows;
1. Although increase in size of the matrix has a significant effect on performance
of all the FAHP algorithms as illustrated in Figure 4.4, however, this improved
performance can be misleading. As we increase the size of the matrix, the values
of the starting normalized weights are decreased and hence the final error term
is also low which depicts improvement in performance. Therefore, this improved
performance cannot be associated with any of the FAHP algorithm.
2. Change in the fuzzification parameter α do not significantly effect the perfor-
mance of any FAHP algorithm (Figure 4.5). As the algorithm proposed in this
study to construct fuzzy comparison matrices restricts us to very limited range
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Figure 4.4: Change in performance w.r.t change in size of the matrix
of fuzzification parameter, so we may conclude that range of values chosen for α
were not wide enough and thus we cannot investigate its impact on the overall
performance of each algorithm.
Figure 4.5: Change in performance w.r.t change in fuzzification parameter
3. As we increase the inconsistency factor, performance of most of the algorithms
is decreased except for Chang [5] for which performance increases as we increase
the inconsistency (Figure 4.5). However, this increase in performance is not
enough and even at high inconsistency levels, this is the worst performing algo-
rithm and Geometric Mean is the best performing algorithm among all the FAHP
algorithms.
This concludes the performance analysis where we observe that Geometric Mean method
proposed in this study performs significantly better as compared to rest of the FAHP algo-
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Figure 4.6: Change in performance w.r.t change in inconsistency
rithms at various experimental settings. Row Sum method which is the modified version of
original FEA method is also among the best performing algorithms while the original FEA
method is the worst performing algorithm. Overall, three out of four algorithms introduced
in this study are the best performing algorithms among the selected nine FAHP algorithms.
The performance of Inverse of Column Sum method is not satisfactory and is among the
worst performing algorithm after FEA method.
4.2 Computational Times
In this study, computational time is defined as the time taken to generate all six hundred
matrices, apply them to the selected FAHP algorithm and estimate the priority vector or
weights. Computational times of all nine algorithms are tabulated in Table 4.12;
Table 4.12: Computational times
Algorithm Time
Wang (2008) 2.2666 sec
Chang (1996) 2.3000 sec
Row Sum (2014) 2.5380 sec
Inverse Column Sum - I.C.S (2014) 4.3750 sec
Geometric Mean (2014) 5.8730 sec
Arithmetic Mean (2014) 6.5910 sec
Buckley (1985) 6.974 sec
Laarhoven (1983) 8.812 sec
Boender (1989) 34.368 sec
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This shows that Fuzzy Extent Analysis method which includes Wang (2008), Chang (1996)
and Row Sum (2014), perform considerably better while Logarithmic Least Square Method
which includes Laarhoven (1983) and Boender (1989) performs worst among the selected
FAHP algorithms. However, these computational times are very small and thus difference
in computational times is not a big factor.
4.3 Popularity
Review of the available literature on application of FAHP algorithms shows that Fuzzy
Extent Analysis is the most frequently used method [26]. Based on the assumption that
whenever a fuzzy AHP algorithm is implemented, it always cites Chang Fuzzy Synthetic
Extent Analysis method, we reviewed a total of 582 research papers on Thomas Reuters Web
of Science which cites Chang’s study. Among these research articles, total of 148 articles
used original model as proposed by Chang while 92 articles used Chang Extent Analysis
integrated with some other technique such as TOPSIS etc., Only six articles implements
Buckleys Geometric mean method. Note that this analysis is based on the fact that all
the papers which were selected were cited by Chang, however, one can safely conclude that
model proposed by Chang is the most popular method among all FAHP algorithms available
in the literature.
4.4 Applicability of Fuzzy Numbers
Among the selected nine FAHP algorithms, either traingular fuzzy numbers can be used or
trapezoidal fuzzy number are used. We list down for each algorithm, which type of fuzzy
numbers can be used.
Table 4.13: Applicability of fuzzy numbers
Model Name Type of Fuzzy Number
FEA (Chang and Wang) Triangular Fuzzy Number
LLSM (Laarhoven and Boender) Triangular Fuzzy Number
Buckley Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
Arithmetic Mean Both Triangular and Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
Geometric Mean Both Triangular and Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
Row Sum Both Triangular and Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
I.C.S Both Triangular and Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
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In this section, we have in detail presented the results of performance analysis as well as
provided a comprehensive comparative study of some of the most common FAHP algorithms.
Based on this performance analysis and comparative study, we summarize our findings in
Table 4.14.
Table 4.14: Summary of results
Model Performance
Computational
time
Popularity
Ease of Un-
derstanding
Ease of Im-
plementation
Arithmetic Mean High Medium N/A High High
Boender High Low Medium Low Low
Buckley Medium Medium Medium High High
Chang Low High High Medium Medium
Geometric Mean High Medium N/A High High
I.C.S Low High N/A High High
Laarhoven High Low Medium Low Low
Row Sum High High N/A High High
Wang Low High High Medium Medium
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Conclusions and Future Research
This study is aimed at consolidating the existing literature related to FAHP algorithms and
provide a detailed performance analysis. In a pool of existing FAHP models, we added total
of four more models including Arithmetic Mean, Geometric Mean, Row Sum and Inverse of
Column Sum method. The first two techniques are one of the most common methodologies
to derive priority vector in original AHP and we replicated the same methodology in FAHP.
Row Sum method is basically an extent analysis method proposed by Chang [5] however, in
the original model, principal of comparison of fuzzy numbers based on degree of possibility
is used to defuzzify weights, while in Row Sum method proposed in this stuy, we defuzzify
weights using centroid defuzzification. While the Inverse of Column Sum method is used
for the first time in this study.
Although there exists a methodology to construct crisp comparison matrices [18] but this
cannot be replicated for the case of fuzzy comparison matrices. Therefore, we also proposed
an algorithm to construct fuzzy comparison matrices with varying parameters such as matrix
size, fuzziness and inconsistency. Using this algorithm we constructed six hundred instances
of fuzzy comparison matrices and applied total of nine FAHP algorithm on it to investigate
performance of each algorithm. The main conclusions of this study are summarized below;
 Geometric Mean algorithm model performs significantly better under different experi-
mental settings as compared to other FAHP algorithms. Note that this model already
existed in original AHP but was never replicated in the FAHP.
 Performance of Chang [5] which is often mistakenly categorized as Fuzzy Extent Anal-
ysis method is worst among all the nine selected FAHP models. Fuzzy Extent Analysis
is just the first part of this model while the other part is the defuzzification which is
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based on principal of comparison of fuzzy numbers based on degree of possibility. Row
Sum method, which can be categorized as Fuzzy Extent Analysis method with cen-
troid defuzzification performs significantly better than the original model proposed by
Chang. Note that our study reveals that model proposed by Chang is one of the most
frequently used among all the FAHP algorithms proposed over the past three decades.
Therefore, in future, care should be taken by the decision makers while choosing a
methodology to rank alternatives using FAHP.
 Among the four algorithms added in the pool of existing fuzzy AHP, Arithmetic Mean,
Geometric Mean and Row Sum performs significantly better than rest of the algorithms
with Geometric Mean as the best performing algorithm among all the selected FAHP
Algorithms. The Inverse of Column Sum Model also performed significantly better
than model proposed by Chang.
In addition we also performed a comparative analysis of selected FAHP algorithms with
respect to other aspects highlighted in the previous chapter. In this study we have made
an attempt to not only consolidate the existing literature on fuzzy AHP but also added to
it some of the techniques which were previously only used in the original AHP (Arithmetic
and Geometric Mean). Furthermore, we modified the Fuzzy Extent Analysis and proposed
another algorithm which is Inverse of Column Sum.
5.1 Future Research
This study can be further extended as follows;
 Using the same algorithm to construct fuzzy comparison matrices, other less common
AHP models available in the literature can be investigated.
 The column sum model devised in this study is very intuitive. This should be further
investigated, criticized and improved.
 Parameters used in this study can be further extended and different parameters can
be used to further investigate the differences.
 We propose an algorithm to construct a fuzzy comparison matrix. This algorithm
can be further improved so that greater levels of fuzziness can be incorporated in
performance analysis.
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